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Extended Abstract
Gene therapy is emerging as a promising approach for treatment of cancers with minimal side effects compared to
conventional chemotherapeutic treatments [1]. The trends in gene therapy treatment of cancers have been summarized in [1,
6]. Clinical trials are ongoing and many successful outcomes have been reported worldwide [2 - 7]. Gene transfer therapy is
one of the three types of gene therapy for treatment of a variety of cancers. It is relatively a recent approach which introduces
new genes into cancerous cells or the surrounding cancerous tissues to cause their death or to slow down their growth. While
there are papers describing specific clinical trials of gene transfer therapy for treatment of cancers, the author did not find a
comprehensive survey and review of the clinical trials of gene transfer therapy for treating various cancers. In order to address
this gap, this paper surveys the clinical trials that have been undertaken till 2015 and summarizes the findings. The summaries
that are provided in this paper include geographic distribution of the trials, indications addressed, vectors used, gene types
transferred and the outcomes reported. Using relevant statistical tests on the number of clinical trials, papers published and
the outcomes reported for each type of cancer, an attempt has been made to identify the types of cancers for which gene
transfer therapy treatment is most commonly used.
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